Gene discordance in phylogenomics of recent plant radiations, an example from Hawaiian Cyrtandra (Gesneriaceae).
Resolving species relationships within recent radiations requires analysis at the interface of phylogenetics and population genetics, where coalescence and hybridization may confound our understanding of relationships. We developed 18 new primer pairs for nuclear loci in Cyrtandra (Gesneriaceae), one of the largest plant radiations in the Pacific Islands, and tested the concordance of 14 loci in establishing the phylogenetic relationships of a small number of Hawaiian species. Four genes yielded tree topologies conflicting with the primary concordance tree, suggesting plastid capture and horizontal transfer via hybridization. Combining all concordant genes yielded a tree with stronger support and a different topology from the total-evidence tree. We conclude that a small number of genes may be insufficient for accurate reconstruction of the phylogenetic relationships among closely related species. Further, the combination of genes for phylogenetic analysis without preliminary concordance tests can yield an erroneous tree topology. It seems that the number of genes needed for phylogenetic analysis of closely related species is significantly greater than the small numbers commonly used, which fail to isolate coalescence, introgression and hybridization.